GAA For All AGM Report

GAA for All was still in its infancy as the 2022 season began, having just started six months previously.

Early

in our season our team was issued with an invite by Justin McNulty MLA to visit the Northern Ireland Assembly
at Stormont. On the 16th March, our GAA for All team made history by playing GAA within the grounds of the
Parliament Buildings. Upon arrival the team completed a tour of the assembly and its chambers, after playing the
display match the team were treated to refreshments. This day was a day that memories were made.
On 28th March some of the coaching team attended a training session at Cross Rangers, Crossmaglen - this team
set up after learning about, and visiting, CPN GAA for All.
On Sunday 8th May GAA for All travelled to Clones to be part of the demonstration games at the Ulster Semi Final.
Our opponents were Tyrone GAA for All - another team in its infancy. Playing in front of 15000 spectators the
teams demonstrated to all how GAA for All is just as it states and that the GAA family is for all.
During our training session on Sunday 29th May, we played a challenge match against the LGFA County Winners
Burren - the visiting coaches were very complimentary of the development of the player skills and their improvement
and growth since the team began.
The local festival, The Fiddler’s Green, invited Gaa For All to a challenge match against their LGFA U14 team on
30st July. This was the first game after our first year anniversary celebration in the 125 Moygannon in July.
By August the team had achieved so much and experienced so many firsts, when Ulster GAA invited the team to
the GAA for All activity day at the hallowed group of HQ, Croke Park. On the 19th August the pitch at Croke Park
was where the team of blue and whites played many challenge games against GAA for All teams from Derry,
Tyrone and Armagh.
As our indoor training began, our team travelled to Randalstown to take part in the Special Ulster Final against
Derry GAA for All. This event was hosted by Kickhams, Creggan GAC with many special guests in attendance
including the Anglo-Celt cup.
This has been a fantastic first full season for CPN GAA for All - many thanks to all our sponsors throughout the year
and to the continued support of Cumann Pheadair Naofa for inclusion for all within GAA.

